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About This Game

Shadowgrounds breathes fresh air into the action genre with explosive combat sequences, an innovative weapon upgrade system,
and an intriguing storyline. The adrenaline-pumping, top-down gameplay and audiovisual fireworks set the scene for this new

action experience which also includes single computer (split keyboard or joystick) co-op play.
UPGRADE THOSE WEAPONS! Use a devastating arsenal of high-tech weaponry to dispose of the alien threat. Each weapon
has multiple upgrades that maximize the carnage. Unleash the flames of the Flamethrower's Fuel Trap, cause mayhem with the

Grenade Launcher's Poison Grenades, slash and dice the monsters with the Laser Rifle's Pinpoint Laser - and many more!
WHAT LURKS IN THE SHADOWS? Shadowgrounds uses cutting-edge realistic lighting and glow technology to light up the

battlefield and create detailed shadows producing an atmosphere of fear. But the lighting and the flashlight also affect some
aliens' behavior - take advantage of that and you can turn the tide in the game of fear by using your flashlight effectively.

DESTRUCTIBLE ENVIRONMENT! What good are weapons and special effects if you can't wreak havoc on the
environment? Shadowgrounds lets you go all-out - glass shatters, ground shakes, trees fall, barrels explode and furniture blows to

smithereens. You can use the environment to your advantage.
THEY'RE BIG AND NASTY! Big, brutal monsters await you. Prepare to face many different bosses who will do anything to

stop your journey. They're nasty, blood-thirsty beasts, but don't give in to fear - remember to use the environment and the
lighting to your advantage!

Upgrade weaponry with powerful modifications.

Face enormous monsters in boss battles.
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Destructible environment allows you to wreak havoc with your arsenal.

Visit many exciting locations, including a secret military base and the alien-infested colony New Atlantis.

Fight side-by-side with NPC allies against the massive alien hordes.

Check security cameras and computer logs to investigate alien origins.

Realistic lighting with gameplay effects bring the aliens out of the shadows.

Enjoy horrifying sound effects and a thrilling music soundtrack made exclusively for Shadowgrounds.
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Computer Spec wise it's very demanding the music is very predictable and a little dull, other than that great game,. Game wont
play on my system for some reason, I keep getting a pixilated moving screen, with no definitive words. Keeps flashing and not
loading right.. The concept is great, the art style and music is perfect, visually good for what it is, but... it falls flat after an hour
or so, at least for me. I became too frustrated with how picture-perfect you have to be. It stopped being fun and soon became
something I was forcing myself through to just complete the game so I can move on, but I eventually quit the game.

Maybe if the developers got some help from someone who has made a good game in this genre this could be a much, much
better game.
The art style and aesthetics are there, the soundtrack is very good. The thing that's missing is good and consistent gameplay, and
not to forget the controls; the controls are horrendous.

If this game was released 5-10 years ago it would be quite good and would probably be quite popular, but today it doesn't really
hold up to the rest of the games in this genre.
There's simply just better alternatives out there, I imagine anyone who enjoys this has exhausted all the other options in this
genre, or is a person who enjoys this genre very much while also being a very forgiving person.. This game gave me cancer.
10\/10 would spent my money again on some juicy russian sheet. One of the coolest strategy games of all time. Small pain to get
working on a system with more than 2 GB of memory (easy to fix, just a process), but the game is totally worth it. Units
markedly improve as they gain experience, the primary form of currency is POW's (capture prisoners on the field, make
money), and I like the emphasis on infantry/ground vehicle/tank combat. It does have aircraft but they're not a unit you directly
control. If you're a fan of RTS games, check this out!. RPGMaker stuff. Nice shooter game if you like shooting things and not
people. Fast-paced in regular game mode - brutal in the onslaught mode! Nice graphics, easy to play and understand for pretty
much any age.. ok this is pretty badass. I just watched the rerun from esl, liquid getting shut out at the semis. love it, want to see
it live though. whens the next event?. Sad, only 1 paintjob is avaible for all trucks. this game is the best thing since sliced bread
-am i allowed to say that?
anyway the PC version is, in fact, "hard as nails" so don't expect to last longer than a minute or two tryna survive lol
the longest i survived was using the Ricksaw [the tiny 3-wheeled vehicle] at the airport which i drove in the same circle around a
building until the timer ran out at 5 minutes and everything started exploding [its real cool, you should try surviving that long
cause its totally worth the joyous rage]

anyway, if that's not up your alley, then you could totally go for the mobile app of this game. its much more chill and easier to
survive. i can go for a solid 15 minutes before something distracts me and i lose my s**t. the andriod store has the game for
free, any apple users out there may or may not have to pay a bit for it- i haven't checked recently.

but yeah, you like screaming and having sirens fill your ears? PC Pako is right for you.
want a game thats simple and great for little bits of entertainment right in your pocket? go for the mobile.
regardless i'd recommend this game for anyone who likes fast paced games that include cars and not touching anything to
survive lol

in my opinion, worth every cent- even if i can't last longer than 2 minutes a round
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Played my first online match last night and while turning off all comfort settings might be inadvisable (a little motion sick) it
was SOOOO MUCH FUN! Great implementation of VR and skill based to boot! Also it is crossplay with PSVR (my opponent
was on playstation). Should become one of the staples of my library once I get in a little more practice ;). Very basic and lacks
explanations. There are four expeditions and at least two global resources. What do they do? I don't know. There's no
mechanical explanation or even fluff for most of them. Rather annoying.. While it isn't terrible, Battlepaths plays like a game
that should be free on Kongregate.

There are no options to speak of other than turning fullscreen off and on. Which means you can't rebind the awful keyboard
layout (you actually have to use Esc for more than just bringing up the game menu!) and you can't adjust any audio setting
besides turning off the music.

For a rogue lite, it has a shockingly low challenge level. The death penalty (yeah, you can come back to life!) just subtracts a
small amount of experience and gold and sets you at the entrance to the map you were on, leaving all the monsters in their
current state.

It ends up just being really boring and annoying to play. Buy when it's 80-90% off if you're curious, otherwise stay away. Go
play Dungeons of Dredmor instead.. A pretty awesome and simple drifting game based around the Initial D anime. Sick music
too!

One thing cool to add would be a time tracker of some sort to record lap time. I found it helps to open steam online, and go
offline when you launch AOE to play single player. seems to help with crashing for me.. I have one word to describe this
game....

Terrible.. This game is fura.. First impressions here, and I haven't had the time to fully grasp the scoring mechanics. I could be
mistaken with my points.

- The tutorial is a bit of a joke. Unless of course, it's intentionally sparse, and part of the fun is figuring stuff out.

- Considering how there isn't a focus fire button, and you have to get particularly close to the bullets for the graze to register,
grazing is hard as balls in this game. If you're an agressive grazer like I am, it might be a little frustrating.

- The stages feel a little long, the enemies a little too indistinguishable from one another, and wave progression barely
identifiable (That's a crap ton of clouds!). The pretty backgrounds don't offer much in the way of landmarks, so it's hard to get a
sense of how far into the wave you are at times. And because you don't have that extra bit of information to rely on to remember
stage patterns, you gotta either play reactively (which is terrible for serious scoring), or memorize enemy patterns (which is a bit
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of a chore since the stages can get quite long). The music's pretty good, but in light of how you can't get cues from the music
because it doesn't really sync with stage crescendos, which hampers with the gauging of progression as well, it isn't as enjoyable
as it could've been.

- The "unlock more power-ups for your ship as you play" mechanic is interesting in theory, introducing a sense of persistence in
the game, but good god, do I hate flying a gimped ship that requires grinding to power up. I mean, if the entire arsenal weren't
locked behind an arbitrary currency system, and you could gimp your own ship for higher score multipliers, that might've been a
more engaging experience.

It's a pretty game, sounds really good, and has kinda interesting bullet patterns and mechanics, but these were a couple of things
that kinda bothered me. There are a few minor technical \uff4eiggles (Dammit censor, that's an actual word), but nothing
terribly major.

But seriously though, playing through every round in one sitting does feel like a drag.
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